Mon nom: .............................................. Ma classe: .....................

Le Grand Défi - La Corse

Go to www.euroclub-schools.org. Enter the French Zone. Click on Famous Places in France. Choose Corsica.

Cherche et écris les mots suivants. Écris en français.

Mais attention! - The numbers in brackets (…) = the exact amount of French words to write. Can you target the required words precisely? It's translation target practice! Hit the bull's-eye! Vise dans le mille!

1. The Mediterranean Sea (3)

2. The island is a French region. (6)

3. a French island (3) consisting of (2)

4. the water temperature (5)

5. its mountains, its forests and its beaches (7)

6. Corsica is nicknamed 'Island of Beauty.' (7)

7. It's the ideal island. (5)

8. during this period (3)

9. in width (2) in length (2)

10. for holidays (3)

11. three big islands (3)

12. during the month of August (5)

13. Sea-bathing is pleasant. (6)

14. there are (3) spaces (1)

15. like a mountain in the sea (6)

16. See above. (3) the flag (2)

17. the largest towns (4)

18. numerous lakes (3)

19. western (1) indeed (2)

20. some incredible scenery (3)
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